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ever wonder why super mario bros. and super mario bros. 2 were released on the snes at the same time? well, that's because super mario bros. was originally going to be released on the nintendo entertainment system, and super mario bros. 2 was going to be released for the game boy. nintendo's decision to have super mario bros. 2 be released on the snes at the same time
was a huge money-saving move. if they had released them separately, then they would have had to develop the game boy version of super mario bros. 2 and the snes version of super mario bros. separately. nintendo wanted to have the best version of super mario bros. at the time on one system. it was a huge money-saving move for nintendo, and they released super mario

bros. for the nes and super mario bros. 2 for the snes at the same time so they could save on development costs. i still had some money left and really wanted to play some more of the games, so i looked up the roms to sonic 3 and sonic and knuckles and downloaded them, and it wasnt until after that i realized that there wasnt any way to add them to the snes classic, because
the games arent provided for download through the console. i also looked at the super mario world 2: yoshi's island rom but found no way to add that one either. so i got a little discouraged and thought i was wasting my time and money. then i decided to look into it further, and it turns out that while you cant add more games, you can play them on the console. nintendo doesnt

provide any way to connect the console to the internet, so theres no way for them to detect you are installing roms, so if you are careful and use a virtual console to add them, you can install them from the snes classic without ever connecting it to the internet. once the games are installed, just go into the virtual console, start the game, and enjoy!
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